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The structure of alkali halide dimers: A critical test of ionic models
and new ab initio results
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Institut für Experimentalphysik, Freie Universita¨t Berlin, 14195 Berlin, Arnimallee 14, Germany

R. Mawhortera)
Pomona College, Department of Physics and Astronomy, 610 N. College Ave., Claremont, California 91711

R. J. Cavea) and C. Szemenyei
Department of Chemistry, Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California 91711

~Received 12 October 1995; accepted 13 February 1996!

In semiempirical ionic models a number of adjustable parameters have to be fitted to experimental
data of either monomer molecules or crystals. This leads to strong correlations between these
constants and prevents a unique test and a clear physical interpretation of the fit parameters.
Moreover, it is not clear whether these constants remain unchanged when the model is applied to
dimers or larger clusters. It is shown that these correlations can be substantially reduced when
reliable information about dimers is available from experiments orab initio calculations. Starting
with Dunham coefficients of the monomer potential determined from microwave measurements, we
have calculated the monomer to dimer bond expansion and the bond angle without any additional
adjustable parameter. Assuming that the overlap repulsion between nearest neighbors remains
unchanged, the bond expansion is mainly determined by the simple Coulomb repulsion between
equally charged ions and depends only very little on the effective ion polarizabilities. Deviation of
the bond angle from 90° sensitively tests the difference of effective polarizabilities of the two ions.
A comparison with previously available data and newab initio MP2 results presented here for the
heavy-atom containing dimers shows that bond angles can be modeled reasonably well with Seitz–
Ruffa corrected Pauling polarizabilities while calculated bond expansions are much too long. This
shows that changes of the overlap repulsion term must be considered for reliable predictions of the
structure of dimers and larger clusters. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!01519-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout more than six decades the apparent ionic
character of the alkali halides has led to numerous attempts
to understand both the crystal structure and the structure of
diatomic molecules and clusters of intermediate size through
a simple semiclassical model in which the attractive part of
the potential is described in terms of classical electrostatics.
As early as 1924 Born and Heisenberg1 tried to derive the
binding energy and the bond distance of the diatomics from
crystal data. No experimental data were available at that time
to test the results. It is interesting to note, however, that
already in their paper the important role of the mutual polar-
ization of the ions which is suppressed by symmetry in the
crystal has clearly been pointed out. Since then the potential
energy in all these semiempirical models consists of the fol-
lowing terms:

V5Vrep1VCoul1Vpol~1VvdW!. ~1!

The first term is the quantum mechanical overlap repulsion
between the ions, the second the mutual Coulomb attraction
or repulsion, and the third term represents effects of mutual
polarization. Later studies also added the van der Waals at-
traction termVvdW.

When reliable experimental data for the diatomic alkali
halides became available the interest in ionic models was
renewed and many versions have been published during the
past decades.2–26 A large variation in these models is pos-
sible because only the Coulomb term in Eq.~1! is straight-
forward, and all other terms can be modeled in many differ-
ent ways resulting in a large number of possible
combinations.

In the semiempirical theories considered here, the quan-
tum mechanical overlap repulsion is modeled by an analytic
function which usually has two adjustable parameters per ion
pair. One example is the Born–Mayer potential27

Vrep5Aik exp~2r ik /% ik! ~2!

which has been widely used, but a large number of other
potentials have been explored. Recently, Kumaret al.24~b!

have compared ten different forms of the repulsive potential.
The two adjustable parameters are usually calculated from
diatomic data by equatingr at the minimum of the potential
with r e , the experimental internuclear distance, and the first
derivative of the potential with the force constant derived
from the experimental vibrational frequency. Therefore,
these two important quantities are usually input data of the
model.

For the calculation of the polarization effects different
sets of ion polarizabilities have been used, e.g., those ofa!Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Pauling28 or of Coker.9 Free ion polarizabilities, however, do
not give the correct molecular electric dipole moments when
the induced moments in the ions are calculated by

m i5a iEi , ~3!

whereEi is the electric field at thei th ion andai the free ion
polarizability of this ion. This problem has been treated in
many different ways which will be discussed later.

Unfortunately no clear cut decision can be made be-
tween the different versions of the model by a comparison
with experimental monomer data. This is mainly due to the
fact that the internuclear distance and the harmonic part of
the potential have been used as input data to determine the
adjustable parameters. Therefore, the main part of the poten-
tial is fixed to the experimental values and only the higher
derivatives of the potential and the dissociation energy can
be used to test the model. Here the differences between the
models are not very large. Moreover, fitting to experimental
data leads to strong correlations betweenVrep and the re-
maining parameters of the potential. This becomes clear
when one looks at the constantsA and% of the Born–Mayer
potential from different models shown in Table I. Obviously
these ‘‘constants’’ are more model specific rather than ion-
pair specific as they should be and cannot be transferred from
one model to the other.

This ambiguity of the models becomes more serious
when applied to dimers or larger clusters. Berkowitzet al.14

have done calculations on neutral dimers, trimers, and tet-
ramers and a number of ionic species using four different
models. They found considerable differences among these in
the predicted structures, dissociation energies and ionization
potentials. On the other hand, additional information from
the monomer to dimer bond expansion (r e

dim 2 r e
mon) and

bond angleQ can be of great help in a critical comparison of
the different models, especially if, as we will show, the am-
biguities discussed above can be at least partly avoided.

The geometries of the alkali halide dimers have been
studied experimentally with the electron diffraction
method.29–33 For the lighter dimers the results are in good
agreement with recentab initio calculations34–38and experi-
mental errors are small enough for a critical comparison with

model calculations. The situation is less favorable for the
heavier dimers. Comparison with results fromab initio cal-
culations presented here indicates that including intramo-
lecular multiple scattering effects39 is necessary in analyzing
the electron diffraction data, and improves agreement with
the theoretical results dramatically.

Additional and more precise information can be ex-
pected in the near future from IR and microwave work. Most
recently we have succeeded in measuring the microwave
spectrum of the mixed dimer LiNaF2, the first measurement
of a rotational spectrum of an alkali halide dimer so far~to be
published elsewhere!. In addition to bond expansions and
bond angles, electric dipole moments and hyperfine structure
constants may become available from such experiments.
These provide very important and sensitive tests to the ap-
plicability of ionic models and can be compared with recent
ab initio work on LiNaF2.

35 Quadrupole hyperfine structure
can give an indication of possible changes in the ionic char-
acter of the bond.

Thermodynamic properties can also be derived from a
knowledge of the structure and the vibrational frequencies,
and a consolidation of the structural data will help constrain
puzzling differences for the equilibrium concentrations of
both mixed40 and regular41–43 dimers. Finally there are a
number of current studies of both mixed44 and regular alkali
halide clusters, of which dimers are the simplest. The ability
to understand and predict the structure of alkali halide dimers
is still both useful and interesting.

II. APPLICATION OF DIMER DATA TO HELP TEST
IONIC MODELS

The ionic models can be easily applied to dimers. When
the adjustable parameters from the monomers are retained
the dimer structure can be calculated without additional as-
sumptions. However, the ambiguities discussed earlier are
then transferred to the dimer results and no definite conclu-
sions can be drawn from a comparison with experimental
data to find an answer to the following questions.~i! Can
predictions of dimer data be improved by a better modeling
of the repulsive part of the monomer potential?~ii ! How can

TABLE I. Parameters of the Born–Mayer potential from different models.~A in 1029 erg,r in Å!.

Monomer

T-Rittnera T-Rittnerb DD modelc Shell modeld

A r A r A r A r

LiF 1.2542 0.2725 2.24 0.252 0.5553 0.3052 0.3673 0.2990
LiCl 1.5994 0.3310 4.28 0.341 0.5456 0.3800 0.5202 0.3420
LiBr 1.6530 0.3499 5.74 0.314 0.6184 0.3961 0.6585 0.3530
LiI 1.7888 0.3766 6.16 0.337 0.6677 0.4250 0.2615 0.4300
NaF 2.1996 0.2821 3.85 0.259 1.3740 0.2974 0.4178 0.3300
NaCl 2.4862 0.3367 5.28 0.306 1.2514 0.3628 2.0100 0.3170
NaBr 2.4790 0.3553 6.29 0.313 1.3739 0.3784 1.6423 0.3400
NaI 2.5563 0.3816 6.32 0.342 1.4544 0.4054 0.9794 0.3860

aReference 7~a!. Calculated using free ion polarizabilities.
bReference 22. Calculated using Seitz–Ruffa corrected polarizabilities.
cReference 7~a!.
dReference 11~a!.
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correlations betweenVrep andVpol be avoided in the model?
~iii ! What is the best way to calculate the polarization ef-
fects? ~iv! Are there relevant deviations from 100% ionic
character?~v! Can the repulsive part of the monomer poten-
tial be transferred to the dimers without changes? The last
question is of particular importance, because it is well known
that repulsive parameters determined from crystals and
monomer molecules differ considerably.

Problems connected with the first two questions can be
completely avoided when dimer calculations start with ex-
perimental potential coefficients of the monomers rather than
with a model potential. Accurate coefficients of the Dunham
potential expansion45 have been derived for all alkali halides
from microwave measurements.46 When these are used the
critical overlap repulsion between ion pairs M1–X2 is in full
agreement with experimental monomer data and the rest of
the dimer potential can be easily calculated in the framework
of an ionic model:

Vdim54Vexp
mon1e2@~1/r XX!1~1/r MM !#1Vpol

dim24Vpol
mon

1Vrep~M ,M !1Vrep~X,X!1VvdW~M ,M !

1VvdW~X,X!. ~4!

The second term on the right hand is the Coulomb repulsion
between the two equally charged metal or halogen ions, re-
spectively~see Fig. 1!, the next two terms representDVpol ,
the difference in the polarization energies of a dimer and four
monomer bonds. In these terms the change of the polarizabil-
ities plays an important role. The remaining terms give the
additional overlap repulsion and van der Waals attraction
between M1–M1 and X2–X2 ion pairs, respectively. The
contribution of these terms is small compared to the others.
Moreover they are of opposite sign and tend to cancel, so
that they can be neglected in most cases. In this form there is
no uncontrolled mixing of the influence of different terms by
adjustable parameters, enabling a much more reliable test of

the potential. Deviations of the ionic bond characteri c from
1 can be included when the electron chargee is replaced by
i c•e in the calculation of the electrostatic terms.

We will now examine the influence of the different
terms on the geometry of the dimer in more detail. The ad-
ditional Coulomb repulsion between M1–M1 and X2–X2 is
symmetric, so the dimer will have a bond angle of 90° if only
this term is considered. This Coulomb repulsion is respon-
sible for the major part of the bond expansion. A smaller
contribution comes from the reduced polarization energy in
the dimer. This reduction is not only due to the bond expan-
sion caused by the additional Coulomb repulsion. The direc-
tions of induced dipole moments in the dimer don’t coincide
with the bond directions so that the attractive force along the
bonds is reduced. Moreover we have a repulsive polarization
potential between equally charged ions. While these effects
can be calculated exactly by simple electrostatics the change
of the ion polarizabilities can be treated in different ways and
gives rise to some uncertainties. The calculations show, how-
ever, that the totalDVpol is less than 10–20 % of the addi-
tional Coulomb repulsion potential. Therefore errors in the
calculated bond expansion should be well below 10%, even
if the effective polarizabilities are not known very accu-
rately. Larger deviations from reliable experimental values
are a clear indication of other model errors, most likely that
the monomer repulsive potential cannot be transferred to
dimers without changes.

Deviation of the bond angle from 90° is a sensitive mea-
sure of the asymmetry of the forces acting on the four ions. It
should be noted that the bond angle is directly related to the
difference of the polarizabilities of the ions while in mono-
mers only the sum of the polarizabilities can be tested via
dipole moments and bond energies. The influence of the van
der Waals attraction and overlap repulsion terms is some-
what larger than on the bond expansion but will not exceed
2°, even for~CsF!2 where it is largest.

We now have to consider the calculation ofDVpol . In
Rittner’s original paper2 the polarization energy in the mono-
mers has been given~neglecting quadrupole and higher order
terms! as

Vpol52
e

r 2
~mM1mX!22

mMmX

r 3
1

mM
2

2aM
1

mX
2

2aX
, ~5a!

Vpol52
e

2r 2
~mM1mX!22

mMmX

r 3
, ~5b!

where the last two terms in Eq.~5a! represent the inner en-
ergy stored in the induced dipoles themselves. The induced
momentsmM andmX reduce the primary dipole momente•r
so that the net dipole moment of the molecule is given by
m5e•r2(mM1mX). The induced moments are calculated
by

mM5aM~e/r 212mX /r
3! ~6!

and

mX5aX~e/r 212mM /r
3!. ~7!

FIG. 1. Structure of the alkali halide dimers.
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Brumer and Karplus7 have applied quantum mechanical ex-
change perturbation theory to the problem and have shown
that in a consistent second-order perturbation theory the
dipole–dipole interaction in the potential energy, Eq.~5!, has
to be omitted and only the first term occurs in Eqs.~6! and
~7!. This means that the contributions of the induced mo-
ments to the polarizing field are neglected in this so called
‘‘truncated’’ Rittner ~T-Rittner! model. This second-order
treatment is completely justified for the alkali halides and
will be used in our model.

The problem of describing the induced dipole moments
in the ions in accordance with experimental molecular dipole
moments of the monomers has been tackled in many differ-
ent ways. DeWijn47 assumed that the polarization of the
halogen ion is partly quenched in the diatomic molecule due
to increased overlap of the polarized electron shell with the
electron shell of the metal. He postulatedad hoc that the
polarizability of the halogen is reduced in the molecule to
2/3 of its free ion value. Gowdaet al.17 calculated the effec-
tive polarizabilities from the experimental dipole moments of
the monomers using the Rittner and T-Rittner models. These
effective polarizabilities were then used without changes for
the dimer calculations. Brumer and Karplus7 found that in
their second-order perturbation theory the repulsive term has
to be written as

Vrep5HAMX1
BMX

2r 2
~aX2aM !J exp~2r /%MX!. ~8!

They noticed that this is equivalent to replacing the free ion
polarizabilities by effective polarizabilities of the form~e51
in Brumer’s paper!

aX
eff5aX@12r 2BMX exp~2r /%MX!#, ~9!

aM
eff5aM@11r 2BMXexp~2r /%MX!#. ~10!

The ion pair specific adjustable parameterBMX was chosen
such that the experimental dipole moments were exactly re-
produced. The corrections to the free ion polarizabilities are
considered in this model as due to overlap effects in the
electron shells. The model is called the distortion dipole
~DD! model.

A similar approach to the problem is that of Welch
et al.11 In their shell model the repulsive term in the mono-
mer is written as

Vrep5AMX expS 2
r1mM /QM2mX /QX

%MX
D . ~11!

The physical idea behind this model is to correct the distance
of the ions for the shifts of the electron shells due to polar-
ization. Two additional adjustable parameters in this model
are the ‘‘effective shell charges’’QX andQM . These param-
eters are ion specific rather than ion-pair specific. They have
been adjusted so that the model gives closest agreement with
a great number of experimental data from alkali halide crys-
tals and monomer molecules. It should be noted that the
parametersAMX and%MX have been fitted to crystal data in
this model and that the free ion polarizabilities have likewise
been fitted for best agreement with experimental data. They

do not differ, however, very much from Pauling’s free ion
polarizabilities. Equation~11! can be written as

Vrep5AMX expF2
e

r 2 S aM

%MXQM
2

aX

%MXQX
D Gexp~2r /%MX!

.HAMX1
eAMX

r 2%MX
S aX

QX
2

aM

QM
D J exp~2r /%MX!. ~12!

Comparison with Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~10! shows that in this
order of approximation the additional repulsive term of the
shell model is equivalent to using effective polarizabilities in
the calculation of the polarization energy which are given by

aX
eff5aMS 12

2r 2AMX

eQX%MX
exp~2r /%MX! D , ~13!

aM
eff5aMS 11

2r 2AMX

eQM%MX
exp~2r /%MX! D . ~14!

Obviously there is a very close resemblance to the DD
model. The difference is mainly in the choice of the adjust-
able parameters.

A quite different approach is based on the Seitz–Ruffa
~SR! energy level analysis.48,49Here the free ion polarizabil-
ities are changed by the additional Coulomb potential arising
from the other ions. The polarizabilities are given by13

aeff5
e2\2n

m~Ef1ef!2
, ~15!

wheree andm are the electron’s charge and mass, respec-
tively, \ is Planck’s constant,n is the number of electrons in
the ion, andf is the electrostatic potential due to the other
ions.Ef is an energy parameter pertaining to the free ion.Ef

can be calculated from the free ion polarizability by

a5
e2\2n

mEf
2 . ~16!

f is negative at the position of the alkali ions and positive at
the halogen ions, so that the polarizabilities of the metal ions
are increased and those of the halogen ions are decreased in
the molecule as in the other two models. No adjustable pa-
rameter is needed. Predictions of the monomer dipole mo-
ments are very near to the experimental results. In Table II
experimental induced momentsmX1mM5ere2mexp are
compared with calculations using Pauling’s free ion polariz-
abilities and polarizabilities corrected with the SR and shell
models, respectively. In most cases the SR results are much
better than the predictions from the shell model. No compari-
son is possible with the DD model since the adjustable pa-
rametersBMX have been directly calculated from experimen-
tal dipole moments.

Both the SR and the DD models have a sound theoretical
basis but give completely different arguments for the modi-
fication of the free ion polarizabilities. Since results of the
SR theory are so good without using any adjustable param-
eters, it seems likely that it accounts for the major part of the
corrections to the free ion polarizabilities, and that shell ef-
fects are much smaller than expected in Brumer’s and
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Welch’s models. It would be interesting to repeat the calcu-
lation of the adjustable parametersBMX andQM , QX , re-
spectively, using SR corrected instead of free ion polarizabil-
ities. Bond angles of the dimers can help to clear up the
problem, because they depend on the difference of the effec-
tive polarizabilities. An even more direct test will be possible
when experimental dipole moments of mixed alkali halide
dimers are available. We will use the SR correction in our
calculations and compare the results with the DD and the
shell-model of Welchet al.

Another nonempirical theory for the variation of ionic
polarizabilities with site potential has been used to model the
index of refraction in cubic crystals.50 A direct comparison
with the SR results would require a high computational ef-
fort. However, from the numerical results given in Ref. 50
one can see that for most of the ions the free ion polarizabil-
ities are near to those of Pauling.28 The F2 ion is an impor-
tant exception. Here the free ion polarizability is about 30%
larger than the Pauling value. This large discrepancy is only
partly canceled by a more rapid decrease of the polarizability
with increasing site potential compared to the SR theory.
When this larger polarizability is used in our calculations the
results for monomer dipole moments and dimer structures
are worsened.

The important influence of polarization effects on bond
angles also shows up in nonempirical ionic models in which
the mutual interaction between ions is calculated from an
electron gas model.8 Such a model has been applied to some
of the dimers by Trugmanet al.10 neglecting deformations of
the ions due to mutual polarization. This resulted in bond
angles very near to 90°, confirming the arguments made in
the aforementioned discussion. Recently it has been shown51

that an electron gas model which includes deformations of

the ions gives improved results for crystal structures, espe-
cially in cases where anions occupy low symmetry positions.
Much better bond angles can therefore be expected when this
theory is applied to dimers.

III. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION

A. The ionic model

Precise experimental data of the potential function of all
alkali halides are available as coefficientsa0 to a3 of the
Dunham power series expansion45

V~j!5a0j
2~11a1j1a2j

21a3j
31••• !

with

j5~r2r e!/r e . ~17!

V~j! goes to minus infinity for larger sincea3 is negative.
This may lead to convergence problems in the numerical
calculations of the potential minimum. Thakkar52 has pro-
posed a potential expansion which is free from this short-
coming:

V~r !5e0~p!l2@11e1~p!l1e2~p!l21e3~p!l31•••#,
~18!

where

l~r ,p!5s~p!@12~r e /r !p#

with

s~p!5 H 11
21

for p.0
for p,0. ~19!

The coefficients of this series can be directly calculated from
the Dunham coefficients:46

p52a121. ~20!

For all alkali halides we havep.1 and therefores(p)511.
Then the coefficientsei(p) are

e0~p!5a0 /p
2,

e1~p!50,

e2~p!5~a221.5p27p2/12211/12!/p2,

e3~p!5@a317p/41p2~2e217/6!1p3~2e211/4!

15/6#/p3. ~21!

The Dunham potential is a special case of this generalized
potential expansion.

The change of the polarization energyDVpol is given for
homogeneous dimers by

DVpol512e2~aM
mon1aX

mon!/r MX
4 2e2aM

dim~r MM /r MX
3

21/r MM
2 !22e2aX

dim~r XX /r MX
3 21/r XX

2 !2. ~22!

First, the attractive polarization potential of the four mono-
mer bonds is subtracted, and then the polarization potential
of the dimer added. In both steps the adequate SR-corrected

TABLE II. Polarization dipole moments in the monomers~Debye!.

Monomer Expt. Paulinga Seitz–Ruffab Shell modelc

LiF 1.23 2.10 1.31 0.43
LiCl 2.62 4.34 2.58 2.03
LiBr 3.20 4.89 3.25 2.20
LiI 4.06 5.98 4.11 2.99
NaF 1.13 1.58 1.19 0.93
NaCl 2.37 3.31 2.17 2.06
NaBr 2.92 3.80 2.71 2.19
NaI 3.81 4.76 3.45 2.78
KF 1.87 1.90 1.86 20.06
KCl 2.48 3.03 2.35 2.29
KBr 2.95 3.38 2.71 2.33
KI 3.59 4.10 3.24 2.62
RbF 2.39 2.27 2.37 2.82
RbCl 2.90 3.13 2.59 2.68
RbBr 3.28 3.42 2.87 2.78
RbI 3.78 4.04 3.33 2.92
CsF 3.41 3.02 3.40 3.28
CsCl 3.60 3.46 3.12 3.37
CsBr 3.96 3.66 3.30 3.25
CsI 4.23 4.16 3.62 3.35

aCalculated with Paulings~Ref. 28! free ion polarizabilities.
bCalculated with Seitz–Ruffa corrected polarizabilities~Ref. 13!.
cFrom calculated bond lengths and dipole moments given in Ref. 11.
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polarizabilities must be used@see Eqs.~15! and ~16!#. For
mixed dimers Eq.~22! is more complicated but straightfor-
ward.

Modeling of the overlap repulsion between equally
charged ions is not very critical. We have applied the for-
malism proposed by Narayan and Ramaseshan53 where a
Born–Mayer type potential with ion specific rather than ion-
pair specific constants is used. The repulsion between two
ions i andk is written as

Vrep~r ,r i ,r k!5Ai exp~2r i /% i !1Ak exp~2r k /%k! ~23!

The ‘‘ionic radii’’ r i andr k are no fixed quantities but can be
calculated from the distancer between the ions and the ionic
hardness parameters%i and%k :

r i5@r /%k2 ln~Ak% i /Ai%k!#/~1/% i11/%k!, ~24!

r k5@r /% i2 ln~Ai%k /Ak% i !#/~1/% i11/%k!. ~25!

For two identical ions we have simplyr i5r k5r /2. We have
chosen this form of the repulsion potential because it can
simply be applied also to mixed dimers. Tabulated data ofAi

and%i can be found in Ref. 53~b!.
Van der Waals attraction between two ions can be esti-

mated by the Kirkwood–Muller formula~see Ref. 22 and
references therein!

VvdW52
6mc2

r 6N

x ixk

~x i /a i1xk /ak!
, ~26!

wherexi andxk are the molar susceptibilities of the ions,c is
the velocity of light, m is the electron mass, andN is
Avogadro’s number. Values of thex are listed in Ref. 24~b!.
We have calculated the van der Waals attraction using SR-
corrected polarizabilities.

The potential energy of the dimerVdim is a function of
the bond length and angle. A computer program was written
to find the minimum of this function. The program is based
on an algorithm proposed by Nelder and Mead54 which can
be applied to functions of an arbitrary number of variables.
Hence, the program can be used for calculations of mixed
dimers as well.

B. Ab initio calculations

In order to have a larger set ofab initio dimer results
with which to compare the ionic models, we have completed
the series of dimer calculations begun recently in one of our
labs.34,35The calculations presented here are all second-order
Moller–Plesset~MP2! results~thus they include electron cor-
relation from a Hartree–Fock reference function!. In our pre-
vious work we have found this to yield better absolute agree-
ment with monomer bond lengths than Hartree–Fock results.
However, it should also be noted that the bond length expan-
sions from monomer to dimer were quite similar whether
electron correlation was included or not.34,35This is also the
case for the systems presented here, but for brevity we only
present MP2 results. In general the Hartree–Fock bond
lengths tend to be longer~by 0.02–0.06 Å!. Monomer and
dimer vibrational frequencies have been calculated at the
Hartree–Fock level but are not included here.

The Li, Na, and F basis sets are those that were used in
our previous study of the symmetrical dimers.34 In particular,
the ‘‘polarized’’ basis sets based on the 6-31G set of Pople
and co-workers were used.55 In the present study we used
effective core potentials to describe Cl, Br, I, K Rb, and Cs.
In addition, we have augmented the basis sets to include
effects due to the ionic nature of the compounds and the core
polarization effects. The individual effective core potentials
and basis sets were the following.

Cl. The effective core potential of Hay and Wadt56 was
used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, and 2p electrons of Cl. The
basis set used was built on their 3s,3p set ~contracted to
2s,2p!. Singles andp diffuse functions were added~expo-
nents obtained based on an even tempered extension of the
Hay and Wadt basis! and twod functions~exponent 0.8, 0.3!
were also included.

Br. The relativistic effective core potential of Hurley
et al.57 was used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and
3d electrons of Br. The basis set used was built on their
3s,3p set~contracted to 2s,2p!. Singles andp diffuse func-
tions were added~exponents obtained based on an even tem-
pered extension of the Hurleyet al. basis! and twod func-
tions ~exponents 1.3, 0.3! were also included.

I. The relativistic effective core potential of LaJohn
et al.58 was used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d,
4s, 4p, and 4d electrons of I. The basis set used was built on
their 3s,3p set~contracted to 2s,2p!. Singles andp diffuse
functions were added~exponents obtained based on an even
tempered extension of the LaJohnet al. basis! and two d
functions~exponents 1.3, 0.3! were also included.

K. The relativistic effective core potential of Hurley
et al.57 was used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, and 2p elec-
trons of K. In previous studies it has been found to be im-
portant for the description of the monomers and dimers to
explicitly allow for polarization and correlation of the elec-
trons in then21 shell of the alkali atoms.35 The basis set
used was built on their 5s,4p set~contracted to 4s,3p!. Two
d functions~exponents 0.5, 0.1! were also included.

Rb. The relativistic effective core potential of LaJohn
et al.58 was used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, and
3d electrons of Rb. The basis set used was built on their
5s,5p set~contracted to 4s,3p!. Two d functions~exponents
0.5, 0.1! were also included.

Cs. The relativistic effective core potential of Ross
et al.59 was used, which replaces the 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d,
4s, 4p, and 4d electrons of Cs. The basis set used was built
on their 5s,5p,4d set~contracted to 4s,3p,2d!. A d function
~exponent 0.5! was also included.

All calculations were performed usingGAUSSIAN 92.60

The electrons correlated in the MP2 calculations were all
valence electrons for the alkali and halide species, along with
the electrons nominally in then21 s and p shells of the
alkali atoms. The molecules were taken to be planar~pre-
liminary Hartree–Fock vibrational frequencies indicated the
molecules were planar! butD2h symmetry was not enforced.
Nevertheless the optimized geometries possessed essentially
D2h to within the numerical tolerances of the optimization
procedure. The bond lengths reported are expected to be pre-
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cise to within 0.001 Å, and for the dimers the bond expan-
sions are taken relative to the average of the four M–X bond
lengths in the dimer. The bond angles are expected to be
converged to better than 0.5°.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ab initio results for the heavier atom dimers ob-
tained in the present study are given in Table III. The data
for KCl and ~KCl!2 provide useful points for comparison
with our previous results.34 Here we have used effective core
potentials for both K and Cl, whereas we previously used all
electron basis sets to describe these systems. The monomer
bond length in Table III is in significantly better agreement
with experiment~2.667 Å! than were our previous results
~2.739 Å!. We have found that this is most likely due to an
‘‘artificially small’’ Cl when using the ECP, and thus the
good agreement is somewhat fortuitous. However, compar-
ing the binding energies~present, 46.5 kcal/mol; Ref. 34,
46.0 kcal/mol!, QXMX ~present, 92.4°; Ref. 34, 91.9°!, and
Dr values~present, 0.167 Å; Ref. 34, 0.167 Å! it is seen that
the quantities of interest here are at most marginally altered
by errors of the order of 0.05 Å in the monomer bond
lengths.

For the other halide containing species we find some-
what larger errors in the monomer bond lengths than are
obtained for Cl. The values are all longer than the experi-
mental microwave values, with the largest errors occurring
for CsI ~0.1 Å!. However, if one holds the halide atom fixed
we obtain excellent changes in bond length with increasing
size of the alkali atom. Good bond length changes are also
obtained if the alkali atom is held constant in proceeding
from Br to I. As expected, given the KCl results discussed
above, it is found that the Cl to Br change is somewhat larger
than experiment.

The binding energies obtained here are in quite good
agreement with experimental results~see Table IV!. In fact,
they are in significantly better agreement with experiment
than one normally expects forab initio results at this level of
theory. In our previous study on the symmetrical dimers we

showed that basis set superposition effects~BSSE! had little
to no effect on the dimerization energies obtained there at the
self-consistent field~SCF! level. The basis sets used in the
present study are of similar quality and we expect this to be
the case for the systems examined here as well. We have
examined BSSE at the MP2 level here, using a counterpoise
correction based on treating the monomer at the MP2 level
~at the monomer bond length! in the presence of the basis set
for the second monomer, placed at the dimer bond distance
from the monomer. For simplicity, a rectangular shape was
assumed for the BSSE calculations. We have tested all Br
containing species, and all Rb containing species, which al-
lowed us to sample each atom type at least once. Corrections
for BSSE at the MP2 level would reduce all Br containing
bond strengths by approximately 3 kcal/mole. For the other
halide-containing dimers the bond strengths would be re-
duced by from 3.5 to 4.0 kcal/mole. The relative uniformity
of the corrections indicates that the trends found in Tables III
and IV would not be altered significantly. In addition, more
complete inclusion of correlation effects would likely in-
crease the bond strengths again, partially offsetting the basis
set superposition effects. We thus have presented the uncor-
rected values in Tables III and IV. It is likely that the rela-
tively high accuracy stems from the fact that these are largely
ionic systems, and that there is very little change in the ionic
character of the alkali or halide as they are pulled apart to
monomers. Indeed, we have found that in many cases
Hartree–Fock binding energies are in quite good agreement
with experiment.

Dissociation energies are often used as a test for ionic
models. The dissociation energy relative to two monomers
~dimerization energy! can be compared with experimental
data

Ddim5D ion
dim22D ion

mon, ~27!

whereD ion
dim is the dissociation energy relative to free ions

calculated from the model andD ion
mon is taken from experi-

mental data. The Dunham or Thakkar expansions used in our
model give the potential energy only relative to its value at

TABLE III. New MP2 results for monomers and dimers.

System Emon(h) rmon ~Å! r e ~Å!a Dr ~Å! QXMX DEbind ~kcal/mol!

~RbF!2 2123.5644 2.334 2.2703 0.193 82.2 48.3
~CsF!2 2119.6537 2.438 2.3453 0.227 78.4 43.4
~KCl!2 243.2179 2.690 2.6668 0.167 92.4 46.5
~RbCl!2 239.0811 2.799 2.7869 0.190 89.5 44.7
~CsCl!2 235.1704 2.937 2.9064 0.212 85.6 42.2
~LiBr !2 220.8184 2.200 2.1704 0.185 109.8 47.0
~NaBr!2 2175.2403 2.534 2.5020 0.179 104.0 46.6
~KBr!2 241.3858 2.893 2.8208 0.187 95.6 43.2
~RbBr!2 237.2490 3.019 2.9447 0.201 92.7 41.4
~CsBr!2 233.3370 3.160 3.0722 0.222 89.0 39.3
~Lil !2 218.8486 2.414 2.3919 0.193 112.7 43.9
~Nal!2 2173.2755 2.737 2.7115 0.182 107.5 44.3
~Kl !2 239.4195 3.124 3.0478 0.189 97.7 41.0
~Rbl!2 235.2834 3.267 3.1769 0.206 95.5 39.3
~CsI!2 231.3699 3.417 3.3152 0.226 91.5 37.5

aExperimental data from Ref. 7~a!.
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the monomer equilibrium distancer e and D ion
dim cannot be

calculated directly. So in our model the dimerization energy
is given by

Ddim52D ion
mon2Vdim. ~28!

In both cases experimental errors ofD ion
mon andDdim add up

when the model is compared with experimental data. Brumer
and Karplus7 estimate errors larger than 2.5 kcal/mole for
most of theD ion

mon with even greater errors for the fluorides.
For theDdim they assume errors of the order of 10% which is
about 5 kcal/mole. Within these large error bars results from
all ionic models listed in Table IV are in reasonable agree-
ment with experiment while theab initio results which are
independent from the experimentalD ion

mon are much better. It
should be noted that only the DD model reproduces reason-
ably well the falling trend in the dimerization energies for
each alkali going from the fluorides to the iodides. It is only
this model that takes into account a change in the repulsive
potential between monomers and dimers.

In addition, we have done the calculations with an as-
sumed ionic character for both monomer and dimer of 98%.
The reduced repulsion between equally charged ions leads to
an increase ofDdim by 6–10 kcal/mole, considerably wors-
ening agreement with experiment. The influence on the ge-
ometry of the dimer is small. Bond lengths are shortened by
about 0.01 Å and the bond angle is increased by 0.1°–0.3°.
So apparently small deviations from 100% ionic character
can markedly change the dimerization energies but do not
provide an improvement in the determination of dimer struc-
tures from ionic models.

Bond angles and expansions are listed in Tables V and
VI. Data of recentab initio calculations~including those pre-
sented here! have been included for comparison. Since for
the shell model monomerr e values are not fixed input data
bond expansions have been given both with respect to calcu-
lated and experimental monomer values. To put comparison
with experimental data on a more even footing, the experi-
mental expansions given are with respect to thermally aver-
aged monomerr a values based on the microwaver e values,
vibrational frequencies, and anharmonicity parameters. From
these the monomer (r a2r e) difference is evaluated at the
experimental temperature as discussed in Ref. 29. For the
X–M–X bond angle the deviations from 90° are listed since
these are directly related to the asymmetry of the forces be-
tween equally charged ions and have to be explained by the
models.

Unfortunately, due to monomer-dimer correlation the er-
ror bars of the experimental data29–33 from electron diffrac-
tion measurements are large. The quoted 2s uncertainties for
the bond lengths are more than 10% of the bond expansion in
all cases and go up to more than 50% for~CsI!2 due to the
small amount of dimer in the vapor. Again for the sake of
consistency all experimental bond expansions given here
come from analyses where all mean amplitudes of vibration
were fixed to calculated values.29,30 Recently,~CsCl!2 and
~KI !2 have been reanalyzed considering the effects of in-
tramolecular multiple scattering. This has led to considerable
changes of the geometry, outside the statistical error bars
quoted in the original analysis. In the case of~KI !2 this re-
analysis has removed the obvious reversal of the bond

TABLE IV. Dimerization energies~kcal/mol!.

Dimer Expt.a Ab initiob

This model

Shell modeld DD modelai c51c i c50.98

~LiF!2 63.6 63.4 52.6@51.1# 63.8 53.0 60.6
~LiCl !2 54.4 54.6 52.5@56.0# 61.7 42.2 57.4
~LiBr !2 49.3 47.0 56.1@61.3# 64.8 41.7 53.1
~LiI !2 44.4 43.9 57.9@64.8# 66.0 26.7 52.5
~NaF!2 59.3 59.8 53.4@51.5# 62.7 43.4 57.8
~NaCl!2 51.6 52.4 50.5@50.0# 58.4 45.9 49.2
~NaBr!2 46.6 51.0@51.7# 58.6 44.7 45.3
~NaI!2 43.1 44.3 49.8@51.8# 56.9 39.4 42.4
~KF!2 49.3 51.1 46.8@45.9# 55.3 41.0 47.9
~KCl!2 45.4 46.5 44.5@43.5# 51.6 41.0 41.4
~KBr!2 43.2 45.2@45.0# 51.9 41.7 39.2
~KI !2 39.9 41.0 42.5@42.9# 48.8 39.4 36.4
~RbF!2 45.7 48.3 42.7@41.4# 51.0 36.2 47.6
~RbCl!2 43.3 44.7 41.9@40.8# 48.8 38.7 38.4
~RbBr!2 41.4 42.3@42.0# 48.9 37.1
~RbI!2 39.3 40.1@40.3# 46.2 38.0
~CsF!2 41.3 43.4 40.2@36.8# 48.4 42.4 50.1
~CsCl!2 42.2 44.7@43.3# 51.4 37.8 33.4
~CsBr!2 39.3 46.5@46.0# 52.9 37.8
~CsI!2 37.5 43.5@43.5# 49.4 36.6

aReference 7~b!.
bReference 35 and this work~see Table III!.
cValues in square brackets have been calculated with free ion polarizabilities.
dReference 11~a!.
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lengths of~KI !2 and ~RbI!2. There is another such reversal
for ~KBr!2 and~RbBr!2. A thorough reanalysis of the experi-
mental data using multiple scattering, gas phase vibrational
frequencies, and the microwave monomer data would be
highly desirable for a better test of ionic models andab initio
calculations. However, some conclusions can be drawn from
the present available results, especially for the lighter dimers,
where multiple scattering should have only a very small im-
pact.

First we will consider theX–M–X bond angleQ. Ob-
viously the calculations with fixed Pauling free ion polariz-
abilities give these angles systematically too high by 4°–10°
compared to all other results. This underlines the experience
from monomer dipole moments that the free ion polarizabil-
ities have to be corrected in molecules. In all ionic models
listed in Table V the polarizabilities of the halogens are de-
creased relative to the free ions while the metal polarizabil-
ities are increased. This reduces the repulsive force along the
X–X axis and increases the force along the M–M axis lead-
ing to a reducedX–M–X bond angle. The DD model is quite
good for the Li compounds but becomes increasingly worse
for the compounds of the heavier alkalis. This can be related
to the fact that only one adjustable parameterBMX is respon-
sible for the correction of both the metal and the halogen ion
polarizabilities@see Eqs.~9! and ~10!#. The polarizability of
Li1 is negligibly small, so for these compounds only the
polarizabilities of the halides have to be corrected which can
be done with one constant. When the metal polarizabilities

become larger the difference of the polarizabilities is not
modeled correctly and the bond angles of these compounds
become too small.

In the shell model the two adjustable effective shell
chargesQM andQX give a greater flexibility for modeling
the corrections to the polarizabilities@Eqs. ~13! and ~14!#.
This model gives reasonable agreement with the present ex-
perimental bond angles except for the fluorides where the
predicted angles are definitely too small.

The SR correction to the Pauling free ion polarizabilities
needs no adjustable parameter but gives the best overall
agreement with experiment including the fluorides, except
for ~CsF!2 where the experimental data are in disagreement
with all three models. This confirms the results from experi-
mental monomer dipole moments that most, if not all, of the
polarization correction can be explained by the SR theory. It
should be noted that agreement with experimental andab
initio values is best for those light dimers for which the
monomer polarization corrections are also predicted with
high accuracy~see Table II!. Especially for the Li com-
pounds, predictions of monomer dipole moments and dimer
bond angles are excellent. For the bromides and iodides of
the heavier alkalis the calculated polarization moments in the
monomers are too small while the dimer bond angles tend to
be too large. These discrepancies could be reduced by
slightly increasing the effective metal polarizabilities in these
compounds. As expected, the correlation of the bond angle
with the repulsive potential is small. When in the calculation

TABLE V. Deviation of dimer bond anglesQXMX from 90°.

Dimer

Ionic models Ab initio

Expt.This modela Shell modelb DD modelc MP2
d RHFd LDAe

~LiF!2 111.8@119.2# 17 112.5 111.7 19.5 110.0 114.5~2.5!
~LiCl !2 117.3@128.5# 18 120.7 118.0 117.5 117.9 118.0~4.0!
~LiBr !2 120.2@129.8# 121 122.1 119.8f 120.4 120.0~4.0!
~Lil !2 122.5@132.0# 123 124.9 122.7f 126.0~4.0!
~NaF!2 15.7@110.7# 21 10.6 12.9 13.1 14.8 14.7~0.7!
~NaCl!2 112.2@120.8# 111 19.8 110.2 110.8 112.8 111.4~2.4!
~NaBr!2 115.0@122.6# 112 112.1 114.0f 115.2 111.6~1.8!
~Nal!2 117.8@125.6# 115 115.6 117.5f 112.5~4.6!
~KF!2 24.2@12.1# 29 210.3 24.2 24.4 24.4 25.3~1.6!
~KCl!2 15.2@113.4# 13 21.7 11.9 12.3 13.7 16.0~2.4!

12.4f 12.9f

~KBr!2 18.3@115.5# 15 21.1 15.6f 15.8f 16.6 15.8~1.4!
~Kl !2 111.7@118.9# 18 14.9 17.7f 17.8f 18.6g~1.9!
~RbF!2 28.9@22.0# 214 216.2 27.8f 24.5~3.8!
~RbCl!2 11.9@110.3# 0 27.3 20.5f 10.2f 21.8~2.0!
~RbBr!2 15.3@112.7# 11 12.7f 13.2f 14.7~1.8!
~Rbl!2 19.0@116.4# 13 15.5f 15.7f 17.2~4.2!
~CsF!2 217.2@28.7# 218 223.2 211.6f 27.5~3.8!
~CsCl!2 23.5@15.5# 25 212.1 24.4f 23.7f 21.3g~3.6!
~CsBr!2 10.5@18.5# 24 21.0f 20.9f 25.0~1.8!
~CsI!2 14.9@112.8# 11 27.3 11.5f 11.5f 16.5~8.2!

aValues in square brackets are calculated with free ion polarizabilities.
bReference 11.
cReference 7~b!.
dReference 35 and this work~see Table III!.
eReference 36.
fEffective core calculations.
gAnalyzed including multiple scattering.
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of ~LiF!2 only the first term of the Dunham expansion is used
~harmonic potential! the bond expansion is reduced by 40%
but the calculated bond angle increases only by 1.3°.

There are considerable differences in the predictions of
the bond expansions from the different models~see Table
VI !. Let us first consider the Li compounds in some detail.
Here the experimental bond expansions seem to be reliable
and are in good agreement withab initio calculations. Obvi-
ously the bond expansions from our model are much too
long. Bond expansions from the shell model are very close to
our values when they are calculated relative to shell model
monomer bond lengths but are much smaller and in good
agreement with experiment when they are calculated relative
to experimentalr e values. The DD model falls in between,
still in reasonable agreement with experiment. This can be
explained in the following way.

Our calculations start with the experimental monomer
potential while the coefficients of the Born–Mayer repulsion
term in the paper of Welchet al. have been derived from
crystal data. When the bond length in the monomer is calcu-
lated with the shell model the result is much too small.11

While our model starts with the exact monomer bond length
and gives a rather poor dimer bond length the shell model
starting with crystal data gives fairly good dimer results but
the monomer bond length is very poor. This is a strong in-
dication that the repulsive potential changes from monomers
to crystals and that a considerable part of this change shows
up already between dimers and monomers, at least for the Li
compounds. This is not too surprising because the monomer-

dimer bond expansion is about 50% of the monomer-crystal
expansion. In the DD model7~b! calculations the changes of
the repulsive potential have been taken into account by a
rough interpolation between hardness parameters%MX for
monomers and%cMX for crystals, resulting in data for the
bond stretch which are between the results of Welch and
ours.

The too long bond expansion resulting from our model
can in no way be removed by improved effective polarizabil-
ities and van der Waals or overlap repulsion terms between
equally charged ions or by inclusion of higher order terms in
the potential. Bond expansions and angles calculated with
our program using fixed free ion polarizabilities instead of
Seitz–Ruffa corrected values are in good agreement with the
results given in Table II of Ref. 7~b! where a T-Rittner
monomer model potential with a Born–Mayer repulsive term
has been used. Therefore, it doesn’t seem useful to persue a
better analytic function with fixed constants to model the
overlap repulsion between nearest neighbors. We have to
conclude that these constants change when more than one
nearest neighbor is present. This seriously limits the accu-
racy of predictions from ionic models.

Hence, the performance of the ionic models is somewhat
disappointing for the dimer structures, given the presumably
relatively simple binding in these systems. Since theab initio
results are in better agreement with experiment where com-
parisons can be made, one might suggest that one should use
ab initio methods on systems of this type and forego re-
course to the simpler models. However, there are several

TABLE VI. Monomer to dimer bond expansion~Å!.

Dimer

Ionic models Ab initio

Expt.This model Shell modela DD modelb MP2c RHFc LDAd

~LiF!2 0.247 0.24@0.12# 0.184 0.144 0.152 0.148 0.151~20!
~LiCl !2 0.268 0.27@0.14# 0.170 0.162 0.181 0.166 0.165~40!
~LiBr !2 0.277 0.27@0.19# 0.193 0.185f 0.175 0.149~40!
~Lil !2 0.287 0.39@0.09# 0.186 0.193f 0.111 ~40!
~NaF!2 0.223 0.29@20.03# 0.159 0.152 0.142 0.131 0.128~10!
~NaCl!2 0.246 0.19@0.19# 0.184 0.154 0.174 0.162 0.194~34!
~NaBr!2 0.255 0.21@0.19# 0.209 0.179f 0.171 0.208~34!
~Nal!2 0.265 0.24@0.16# 0.227 0.182f 0.256 ~92!
~KF!2 0.241 0.29@0.08# 0.182 0.176 0.178 0.188 0.148~28!
~KCl!2 0.257 0.20@0.17# 0.201 0.168 0.191 0.186 0.249~54!

0.167f 0.182f

~KBr!2 0.265 0.19@0.22# 0.220 0.187f 0.203f 0.189 0.346~22!
~Kl !2 0.272 0.20@0.23# 0.243 0.189f 0.215f 0.323e ~39!
~RbF!2 0.235 0.34@0.08# 0.156 0.193f - 0.152 ~76!
~RbCl!2 0.258 0.20@0.20# 0.204 0.190f 0.212f 0.188 ~22!
~RbBr!2 0.266 0.23@0.23# 0.201f 0.224f 0.201 ~30!
~Rbl!2 0.274 0.24@0.23# 0.206f 0.228f 0.249 ~70!
~CsF!2 0.221 0.22@0.20# 0.097 0.227f - 0.329 ~82!
~CsCl!2 0.260 0.23@0.26# 0.224 0.212f 0.278f 0.241e ~62!
~CsBr!2 0.269 0.20@0.27# 0.222f 0.241f 0.250 ~28!
~CsI!2 0.276 0.18@0.18# 0.287 0.226f 0.249f 0.221 ~166!

aReference 11. Values in square brackets are calculated relative to experimental monomer data.
bReference 7.
cReference 35 and this work~see Table III!.
dReference 36.
eAnalyzed including multiple scattering.
fEffective core calculations.
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good reasons for not adopting this approach. First, even in
cases whereab initio results are quite accurate, they do little
to yield a simple picture of the bonding~beyond verifying
that it is largely ionic!. If quantum mechanics play a small
role beyond determining the shape of the Pauli repulsive
potential, one would expect to be able to model these inter-
actions more accurately. In addition, whileab initiomethods
are quite simple to apply to the dimers, and, in fact, have
been applied to significantly larger clusters,37,38 very large
systems will likely be out of reach for the near future, and
even when such calculations are tractable, general searches
for the many local minima that exist will be a taxing com-
putational problem. Thus it remains desirable to have a more
accurate empirical model for use in modeling ionic systems.
The results presented here clearly indicate, that the most im-
portant step in this direction would be a better understanding
of the Pauling repulsion between the ions when more than
one nearest neighbor is present.
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